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Editor:
Question: "Do you think it is acceptable for someone to abandon an unwanted baby at birth
to die?" I suspect not. And your gut instinct is supported by our federal law.
Canada's Criminal Code says a child is guaranteed legal protection from the minute he or
she "...has completely proceeded, in a living state, from the body of its mother." This law is
taken seriously on occasion, and we hear news reports from time to time of someone being
prosecuted for abandoning a newborn baby to die, usually in a dumpster.
So I was saddened to recently learn that Statistics Canada has confirmed that from 2000 to
2009, 491 babies were left to die after they were born alive during botched abortions.
Apparently because they were not "wanted" in the first place and a prior decision had been
made to abort them, the individuals responsible for allowing these deaths wrongly believed
that the law did not apply. Although hospital and clinic officials felt obliged to report these
deaths following live birth, as the law requires, they apparently did not feel a similar
compulsion to intervene with emergency medical attention to save these innocent lives, as
the law also requires.
What I find especially disturbing is that the federal government has seemingly never treated
any of these instances as ‘crimes', nor followed up with any investigations or prosecutions.
Why not? Because these babies were left to die in a sterile hospital or clinic room rather
than a dumpster? Because they were not supposed to live anyway? And why haven't
federal officials issued directives to all hospitals and abortion clinics in the country clarifying
the law and the mandatory emergency medical protocols that must be followed if babies are
born alive?
If it is true that a country's moral character is determined primarily by how it treats the most
vulnerable in our society, then we are clearly in a sorry moral state when our medical and
political leaders believe it is unnecessary to apply the very law enacted to protect the most
vulnerable of all: newborn babies.
Kevin J. Arsenault,
Fort Augustus
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